COLLABORATION MANAGEMENT AS A SERVICE

Five steps
to your perfect
solution

«We further you
by magnitudes…»
Dr.-Ing. Thomas Wenzel

startup to corporate brings
businesses and startups
together. This collaboration
yields an enormous potential
of radical improvements via
AI-based solutions.
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Collaborations with
startups – the ultimate
Turbo
Startups offer experienced workforces in
the latest technologies – from different
nations and from all over the world.
There are approximately one million startups in
the world – this changes quickly and permanently.
Thus, it›s important to have good contacts in local
and foreign networks in order to stay updated
about what innovative and potentially «disruptive»
technologies are available now.
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PROOF:
Next step
Each step is the solid base
for the next step.
After each step the decision
about the next step is made.

PROOF:
Next step
PROOF:
Next step

Step 04
Step 03

Step 02
Step 01
Analysis & Objectives

Research
Finding a startup and
finalizing a project contract

Determining the potential by
using disruptive technologies

Result: Startup

Result: Fields of search

Chance & Risk

Chance & Risk

• Find a matching startup
• Consider «soft» factors

• Identify and prioritize the right
potential
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Proof of Concept
Executing a pilot project
to test the solution›s
practicability
Result: Probed solution
Chance & Risk
• Intercultural
project management
• Iterative improvements

Cooperation
Set up contracts or
agreements and handing
over the project
Result: Finished solution
Chance & Risk
• Integration of the tested
solution into the business unit
• Definition of «Depth of
Cooperation»

PROOF:
Next step

Step 04
Investments
Set up contracts for investment
and management
Result: Tight bonds
Chance & Risk
• Balance of profit and risk
• Maintain independence and
speed
• Adequate shares structure
• Finding more co-investors

The five steps to your
success
No matter where you›re starting from: One
step always follows the other.
You have a tangible need or assume that your
relevant parameters – based on the current methods – do not have much elbowroom. Your goal is
to improve your product or your process by magnitudes and not just by percent.
Superior, innovative solutions can be built with
artificial intelligence – that is the expertise of
startups.
And we know how to join businesses and startups
successfully.
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STEP

01

Strategy and Objectives

We look for the greatest improvement potentials via disruptive
technologies: Where can
processes be analyzed and
improved, market chances be
increased by lowering costs
significantly, a higher differentiation from the competition via
new solutions be achieved, etc.
An estimation for using disruptive
technologies is made for every
field of search. Finally, we decide
which disruptive technologies
should be furthered together.

Strategic Objectives

New products and solutions
Strategy: Development
• Insight in new technologies
• Define potentials
Strategy: Implementation
• Insight in new technologies
• New products and solutions

Tactical Objectives

Problem-oriented or technology-oriented solutions
Problem-oriented
• Exact description of tasks
• Define disruptive technology
Technology-oriented
• Potential new technologies
• Application in several projects (scalability)
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Feasability analysis
Corporate

Providing deep information

Startup

–

Startup to
corporate

• Analysis of potential by
disruptive technologies for
all items
• Estimation of availability
and effort

STEP

02

Finding the right startups

We look for the startup that suits
you via our networks, founder
centers, business angels, etc.
We give you an overview of the
companies that have the expertise
and references in the required
technology sector. Based on this,
the final decision is made. You and
your experience are especially
important here because it is also a
matter of instinct: Do you want to
and can you work with this candidate on a partnership basis? Trust
is essential.

Identification Search within the personal network
Fields of search
• Define new technologies based on the task and not
on the application
Search paths
• Personal network/Internet
• Specific countries and sources
Execution
• Result: Longlist

Selection Talking to startups
Analysis
• Compare startups
• Status, check ability to supply
Evaluation
• Practicability, scalability
• Result: Shortlist

Startup search
Corporate

Final decision

Startup

Estimation of the procedure

Startup to
corporate

• International search via
personal network
• Longlist / shortlist
• Final decision together with
corporate
• Contract

Filter to find

Base: approx.
1,000,000 tech startups
worldwide in approx.
15,000 startup program

Selection Talks with startups
Master›s thesis about finding startups
«Early Stage Entrepreneur Scouting…»
by Yannic M. Stephan:
http://www.startuptocorporate.com/
medien/startupsfinden.pdf
(Written in German)

Check
• Comparison of demands
• Subjective selection: Are the partners‘ «chemistry»
right?
• Course of single project steps, contract potential
Decision
• Initiate the project
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STEP

03

Proof of concept based on the pilot project

We define a pilot project matching
the technology. When possible, we
additionally integrate one of your
clients. The outcome of the pilot
project is the «proof of concept».
This shows whether the system
is really useable, if it meets the
requirements, and whether it
functions reliably.

Planning
Test site
• Realistic, difficult conditions, measurability of results
• Prospect for certifications
Framework
• Financing, scheduling,
legal conditions, corporate responsibility
Participants
• Involving potential (end) clients

Execution
Working process
• Regular review of sales,
technology, project management
Iterative improvements

Result
Evaluation
• Comparison of requirement – result
• Formal approval according to defined criterian
• Certification
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Pilot project
Corporate

Technical management of
the application

Startup

Aplication development

Startup to
corporate

«Intercultural project
management»

STEP

04

Cooperation by integrating the solution

The finished solution is integrated
into your corporate unit. This
requires, for example, rebuilding,
training or involving other parts of
the corporation. Responsibilities
have to be defined and new tasks
have to be distributed.
Now, the contractual base is
settled with the startup. A supplier
relationship with development
partnership and exclusion of
competition is usually sensible at
first.

Agreements
Exclusive supplier agreements
• Supplier relationship with development
partnership and exclusion of competition
Participation
• Minority participation is often recommendable

Handing over to corporate unit

Cooperation
Corporate

Integration of solution into
existing business

Startup

Agree on cooperation mode

Startup to
corporate

Project management

Contractual regulations
• Supply contract, development partnership,
exclusion of competition, intellectual property (IP)
Distribution of tasks
• Coordinating new tasks, and sales training, project
management, and technology
• Define technology transfer
Further development
• Continuous improvement by developing the technology further
• Using the new technology in other applications
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STEP

05

Investments for active increase in value

We support you in participating
in a startup. The advantages:
With a seat on the company‘s
board, you can influence strategic
developments, have an edge on the
competition in terms of time and
knowledge and, as a co-owner,
decide who may participate in the
startup.
As a corporate investor, you benefit from their increase in value. The
startup›s value increases since you
have given it a real industrial application. All investor share the costs
when further developments are
agreed upon – a positive leverage
effect for you. Buying later is also
possible.
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Contracts and Decisions
Contractual regulations
• Investment contracts, investor agreements, minimization of risks
• Find co-investors and optimization

Monitoring
Active support
• Representation through experienced investment
managers on the board
Moderation
• Fair enforcement of interests and under consideration of the startup‘s independency

Increase of Value
Follow-up investments
• Critically analyzed
Investors and business partners
• Active search for compatible co-investors
• Active support in the operative corporation
• Expectation management
Support and patience
• Startup support, multiply contacts in the corporation
• Create patience and room to implement strategic/
tactic changes in the startup

Investment
Corporate

Investment decision

Startup

Investment acceptance

Startup to
corporate

•
•
•
•

Suggest adequate deal
structure,
balance profit-risk
Perception of corporates
interests in the Supervisory Board
Find co-investores

STARTUP TO CORPORATE‘S
VENTURE CAPITAL
Do not gamble ...

... but buying purposefully tested technology

The classic venture capital (VC) - investment is oriented
only to financial stocks: expected increase in value of the
industry, valuation of other investors involved. Hardly any
consideration is given to the technological performance
of the individual company. The procedure: investing in a
number of startups in an industry, accept the bankruptcy
of some of them and compensate for this with ‹one hit›.
The goal: to get out of as many investments as possible
after a few years with a high profit. Venture means
adventure!

Our focus is completely different: we find the perfect technologically startup for you. Together with you, we validate
it for your application in proof of concept - and that is the
basis for your venture capital financing. Of course, one of
the goals is to participate in the value creation that comes
from your industry application. But the primary goal is to
lead an innovative investment company to the benefit of
current and upcoming innovations for your company.
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How startups help
mid-size businesses
Startups are incredibly creative. They like to work a
lot and the latest technologies, often based on artificial
intelligence (AI), stimulate them. Thanks to their
structure, they are open and playfully cope with tasks.
Thus, they come up with completely different,
innovative ideas.
The fewest mid-sized businesses
have AI experts in their team. And
if this expert also has years of
experience in this field of expertise
– that would be like a real home
run. This is easier to find among
one million tech startups. However,
even if the idea for a good solution
came from their ranks: Are their
resources fast enough? The new
solution would be developed by
the startup and your own people in
joint effort.
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Thus, workforces experienced in
the newest technologies are likely
soonest found in startups.

An example for projects finished with startups:
Monitoring parking places on highways
A startup from one of our projects
has an AI system that can identify
and analyze three-dimensional
objects from a point cloud. In a
previous project, the startup used
this for identifying and distinguishing benign and malignant tumors.
We use it to monitor highway
parking places in our project. Our
AI-industry client was actually
interested in how many trucks had
to be accommodated. The analysis of pedestrian movements to
prevent nightly thefts was a highly
welcome surprise.

This illustrates the advantage of
using startups: The same system
as for tumor detection but no
competition. AI means permanent
learning of algorithms. Thus, both
sides benefit from other case
examples. The more diverse the
applications are that the startup covers, the faster it learns.
Therefore, participation from other
sectors is very welcome.

The colored circles mark
laser scanning detectors. The
measuring points are on the
colored lines.

3D-monitoring of parking places
Former technology:
Ground sensors

3D-monitoring of highway parking places: You can‘t recognize
anything in this image? The AI-based pattern recognition sees a lot,
though: Trucks, semitrailers, cars, and pedestrians. This system not
only recognizes but also measures accurately, and knows whether
you are standing on the designated spot or in the meadow. Another
advantage: Pedestrians become suspicious objects when they circle
several trucks without boarding them – perhaps they intend to steal
something? This triggers an alarm and the duty officer can prompt
an action after taking a closer look at the monitors.

Present technology:
Laser scanning; a
sufficient alternative
are security cameras.
Artificial intelligence
can identify all significant objects, vehicles,
and people from the
delivered data even in
low resolutions.

Result:

Task

previously

now

Detecting objects on
marked parking places

+

+

Detecting objects from
everywhere

-

+

Measuring size plus
classification

-

+

Movement patterns

-

+

Theft alarm based on
movement patternsl

-

+

More information while saving
92 % of the costs
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startup to corporate
Dr.-Ing. Thomas Wenzel
+49 171 57 46 597
thomas@startuptocorporate.com
www.startuptocorporate.com
Jakob-Ziegler-Str. 15
76835 Weyher
+49 6323 7329

www.startuptocorporate.com
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